Hex Lugs Terminal

We are one of the eminent manufacturer and exporter of an engineered array of Cable Accessories and Connectors. We trade these products to several small and large scale industries throughout the world. We also engaged in providing customized solution of these Cable Accessories and Connectors as per the requirement of our esteemed clients.

Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends - Bell Mout

We provide complete solution of Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends - Bell Mount that is available in various specifications. These Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends are used in several metal products manufacturing other industries. These are widely appreciated for reliability, durable nature and excellent finish. These Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various parts of the world due to their unique quality.

Yes! I am interested
We are one of the renowned manufacturer, exporter and supplier of Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends in various exact specifications and with long lasting polish and corrosion resistance.

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of M Tinned Copper Tubular Cable Lugs that is manufactured as ISO standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Tinned Copper Tubular Cable Lugs are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.
We manufacture, supply and export high quality Copper Compression Sleeves - Long Barrels that meet the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Copper Compression Sleeves - Long Barrels at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.
Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of Copper Compression Lugs - Long Barrel that is manufactured as per national and international standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper Compression Lugs - Long Barrel are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

Copper Compression Lugs - Long Barrel, 2 Holes

Yes! I am interested

Copper Standard Wall Starter Terminal Ends

Excellent quality Copper Standard Wall Starter Terminal Ends that we offer is available in various specifications and sizes. We offer these Copper Standard Wall Starter Terminal Ends as per the requirement of our valuable clients. These Copper Standard Wall Starter Terminal Ends are highly durable and have wide application in various machinery sectors. These are designed in order to meet the requirement of several machine manufacturing industries.

Copper Standard Wall Starter Terminal Ends

Yes! I am interested

Copper Compression Lugs - Short Barrel
We provide a distinguished range of Copper Compression Lugs - Short Barrel which is manufactured using premium quality raw material with excellent tensile strength. These are available in various specifications and sizes. These Copper Compression Lugs - Short Barrels are renowned for high durability, tensile strength, corrosion resistance and high performance.

Yes! I am interested

Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends

We are one of the renowned exporter and supplier of Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. These Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends in various exact specifications and with long lasting corrosion resistance polish.

Yes! I am interested
Copper Compression Lug - Short Barrel

We manufacture, supply and export high quality Copper Compression Lug - Short Barrel that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Copper Compression Lugs at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

Copper Compression Lugs - Short Barrel 2 Holes

Yes! I am interested

Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends - Economy

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and supplier of a wide array of Crimping Type Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends - Economy and is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends are manufactured with high quality raw material that is
procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper Tubular Cable Terminal Ends are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends - Economy Range

We are the leading manufacturer and exporter of Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends - Economy Range which is manufactured from extreme quality raw material. These Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends are designed for various engineering applications and are available in various specifications. We do complete quality inspection of these Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends before delivering at the client’s end.

Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends

Yes! I am interested
Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends that is manufactured as ISO standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Four Hole Cable Terminal Ends are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Terminal Ends</th>
<th>Insulated Screw Connectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes! I am interested</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Copper Cable Terminal Ends With Extended Palm

We provide an engineered range of Copper Cable Terminal Ends with Extended Palm which is available in various standards and is manufactured using premium quality raw material with excellent tensile strength. These Copper Cable Terminal Ends are renowned for high durability, tensile strength, corrosion resistance and high performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Terminal Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes! I am interested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We are one of the renowned manufacturer, exporter and supplier of Long Barrel Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. These Long Barrel Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Long Barrel Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends in various exact specifications and with long lasting polish and corrosion resistance.

We are the prominent manufacturer, exporter and supplier of wide range Cable Terminal Ends As Per Australian Standard that is used in various automobile tools and parts. These Cable Terminal Ends are manufactured using extreme quality raw material and are highly demanded in various countries. We supply these Cable Terminal Ends in various parts of the country at reasonable prices.
Voluminous array of High Voltage Copper Terminals that we offer is available in various specifications and sizes. We offer these High Voltage Copper Terminals as per the requirement of our valuable clients. These High Voltage Copper Terminals are highly durable and have wide application in various machinery sectors. These are designed in order to meet the requirement of several machine manufacturing industries.

Insulated In-line Connectors

Get Quotation
Our organization is engaged in offering a qualitative range of Insulated In-line Connectors which is designed in order to fulfill the requirement of metal products manufacturing machine manufacturing industries throughout the country. These Insulated In-line Connectors are manufactured by using supreme quality raw material and are available in different specifications.

**Insulated In-line Connectors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes! I am interested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Aluminium - Core Sector Cable Lugs**

We are the leading exporter and supplier of an extensive range of Aluminium - Core Sector Cable Lugs which is manufactured from extreme quality raw material. These Aluminium - Core Sector Cable Lugs are designed for various engineering applications and are available in various specifications. We do complete quality inspection of these Aluminium - Core Sector Cable Lugs before delivering at the client’s end.

**Aluminium 4 - Core Sector Cable Lugs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes! I am interested</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Connector As Per Australian Standard**
We are engaged in offering voluminous array Connector as per Australian Standard that is manufactured using extreme quality brass as a raw material. These Connectors are widely used in various engineering industries. We do complete quality checking and performance measure of these Connectors as to ensure extreme quality and smooth operation.

**Connector**

Yes! I am interested

---

**Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors**

We offer a broad range of Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors that are widely demanded in various countries and are available in different specifications. We manufacture these Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors using extreme quality raw material that is sourced from our trusted vendors. We offer these Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors in various attributes after complete quality and performance measure testing at various level of production.

**Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors One Hole Mount**

Yes! I am interested
Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors Two Hole Mount

We are the leading exporter and supplier of Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors Two Hole Mount which is manufactured from extreme quality raw material. These Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors are designed for various engineering applications and are available in various specifications. We do complete quality inspection of these Aluminium Double Barrel Connectors before delivering at the client’s end.

Special Cable Terminal Ends

We are engaged in offering unique range of Special Cable Terminal Ends that is manufactured using extreme quality brass as a raw material. These are widely used in various engineering industries. We do complete quality checking and performance measure of these Special Cable Terminal Ends as to ensure extreme quality and smooth operation.
Our organization is the leading exporter and supplier of a wide array of Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends - Insulated that is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality brass as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper Cable Terminal Ends are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

We provide a distinguished range of Cross-Connectors which is manufactured using premium quality raw material with excellent tensile strength. These are available in various specifications and sizes.
These Cross-Connectors are renowned for high durability, tensile strength, corrosion resistance and high performance.

**Aluminium Through Connectors**

We are one of the renowned exporter and supplier of Aluminium through Connectors that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. These Connectors are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Connectors in various exact specifications and with long lasting corrosion resistance polish.

**Aluminium Splice For LV**
Comprehensive range of Aluminium Splice For LV that we offer is used in various small and large scale organizations and other engineering applications. These are available in several specifications and are available in various models and dimensions. We also offer these Aluminium Splice For LV in customized form as per the requirement of our esteemed clients. These are widely demanded due to excellent performance, high durability and attractive prices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aluminium Splice For LV &amp; MV (Up to 33 KV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes! I am interested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are the prominent exporter and supplier of wide range of T-Connectors that is used in various automobile tools and parts. These are manufactured using extreme quality raw material and are highly demanded in various countries. We supply these T-Connectors in various parts of the country at reasonable prices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T-Connectors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes! I am interested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We provide complete solution of Narrow Palm - Circuit Breaker Cable Terminal Ends that is available in various specifications. These Cable Terminal Ends are used in several metal products manufacturing other industries. These are widely appreciated for reliability, durable nature and excellent finish. These Cable Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various parts of the world due to their unique quality.

Yes! I am interested

Excellent quality of Copper Insulated Flat Type Cable Terminal Ends that we offer is available in various specifications and sizes. We offer these Copper Insulated Flat Type Cable Terminal Ends as per the requirement of our valuable clients. These Copper Insulated Flat Type Cable Terminal Ends are highly durable and have wide application in various machinery sectors.
Yes! I am interested

Copper Blade Type

We export and supply high quality Copper Blade Type that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Copper Blade Type at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

Get Quotation

Yes! I am interested

Copper End Sealing Ferrules

Our organization is the leading exporter and supplier of a wide array of Copper End Sealing Ferrules that is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These Copper End Sealing Ferrules are

Get Quotation
manufactured with high quality brass as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper End Sealing Ferrules are designed as per the application and are available in several specifications.

Copper End Sealing Ferrules

Yes! I am interested

Fork Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends

We offer a broad range of Fork Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends that are widely demanded in various countries and are available in different specifications. We manufacture Fork Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends using extreme quality raw material that is sourced from our trusted vendors. We offer these Fork Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends in various attributes after complete quality and performance measure testing at various level of production.

Fork Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal Ends

Yes! I am interested

Aluminium-Copper BI-Metal Connector
We manufacture, supply and export a wide assortment of Aluminium-Copper BI-Metal Connector that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Aluminium-Copper BI-Metal Connectors at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

Yes! I am interested

We provide complete solution of Line Taps that is available in Standard sizes and in various specifications. These Line Taps are used in several metal products manufacturing other industries. These are widely appreciated for reliability, durable nature and excellent finish. These Line Taps are widely demanded in various parts of the world due to their unique quality.

Yes! I am interested
Tinned Copper Flexible Braids

Precision grade of Tinned Copper Flexible Braids that we offer is used in various small and large scale organizations and other engineering applications. These are available in several specifications and are available in various models and dimensions. We also offer these Tinned Copper Flexible Braids in customized form as per the requirement of our esteemed clients.

Copper C Type Connectors

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and supplier of a wide array of Copper C Type Connectors that is available in various specifications and is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper C Type Connectors are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.
Aluminium Terminals

Extensive range of Aluminium Terminals that we manufacture and export is used in various small and large scale organizations and other engineering applications. These are available in several specifications and are available in various models and dimensions. We also offer these Aluminium Terminals in customized form as per the requirement of our esteemed clients. These are widely demanded due to excellent performance, high durability and attractive prices.

Yes! I am interested

Twin End Sealing Ferrules

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and supplier of a wide array of Twin End Sealing Ferrules and is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Twin End Sealing Ferrules are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.
Aluminium-Copper Bi-Metal Terminals

We provide complete solution of Aluminium-Copper Bi-Metal Terminals that is available in various specifications. These Aluminium-Copper Bi-Metal Terminals are used in several metal products manufacturing other industries. These are widely appreciated for reliability, durable nature and excellent finish. These Aluminium-Copper Bi-Metal Terminals are widely demanded in various parts of the world due to their unique quality.
We manufacture, supply and export high quality Soldering Type Copper Weak Back Ferrules that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Soldering Type Copper Weak Back Ferrules at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

Yes! I am interested

Copper Reducer Pin Type Terminal Ends

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of Copper Reducer Pin Type Terminal Ends that is manufactured as per national and international standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Copper Reducer Pin Type Terminal Ends are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

Yes! I am interested

Insulated End-Sealing Ferrules
Our organization is the leading exporter and supplier of a wide array of Insulated End-Sealing Ferrules that is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These Insulated End-Sealing Ferrules are manufactured with high quality raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Insulated End-Sealing Ferrules are designed as per the application and are available in several specifications.

**Insulated End-Sealing Ferrules**

Yes! I am interested

---

We are the prominent exporter and supplier of a wide range of Tinned Copper Reducing Links that is used in various automobile tools and parts. These are manufactured using extreme quality raw material and are highly demanded in various countries. These are widely demanded due to several features like durable finish standards, sleek design, easy to install and long lasting service. We supply these Tinned Copper Reducing Links in various parts of the country at reasonable prices.

**Tinned Copper Reducing Links**

Yes! I am interested
Crimping Type Heavy Duty Long Barrel Aluminium Terminal Ends

We are one of the renowned exporter and supplier of Crimping Type Heavy Duty Long Barrel Aluminium Terminal Ends that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. These Crimping Type Heavy Duty Long Barrel Aluminium Terminal Ends are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Crimping Type Heavy Duty Long Barrel Aluminium Terminal Ends in various exact specifications and with long lasting corrosion resistance polish.

Tinned Copper Forged Cable Lugs
Our organization is the leading exporter and supplier of a wide array of Tinned Copper Forged Cable Lugs that is manufactured using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality brass as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Tinned Copper Forged Cable Lugs are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

**Aluminium-three-Core Sector Cable Lugs**

We manufacture, supply and export a wide assortment of Aluminium-three-Core Sector Cable Lugs that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Aluminium-three-Core Sector Cable Lugs at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

**Aluminium Forged Cable Lugs**
We manufacture, supply and export high quality Aluminium Forged Cable Lugs that meets the requirements of machine industries and are available in various sizes. We are renowned in many small and large scale industries throughout the world. We do complete quality checking of these Aluminium Forged Cable Lugs at each level of production as to ensure high tensile strength, excellent performance and reliability.

High Voltage Copper Terminals Double Hole

Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of High Voltage Copper Terminals Double Hole that is manufactured as ISO standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These High Voltage Copper Terminals are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.
High Voltage Copper Connectors

Wide assortment of High Voltage Copper Connectors that we manufacture and trade is available in various specifications and sizes. We offer these High Voltage Copper Connectors as per the requirement of our valuable clients. These High Voltage Copper Connectors are highly durable and have wide application in various machinery sectors. These are designed in order to meet the requirement of several machine manufacturing industries.

Tinned Screw Sleeves
We offer supreme range of Tinned Screw Sleeves that is completely designed with extreme quality raw material and is procured from renowned industries. We offer these Tinned Screw Sleeves in different specification with respect to application. These Tinned Screw Sleeves are renowned for fine quality and durability. We do quality checking of these Tinned Screw Sleeves before delivering these to our valuable clients.

Tinned Screw Sleeves

Yes! I am interested

Tubular Compression Cable Lugs

Precision grade of Tubular Compression Cable Lugs that we offer is used in various small and large scale organizations and other engineering applications. These are available in several specifications and are available in various models and dimensions. We also offer these Tubular Compression Cable Lugs in customized form as per the requirement of our esteemed clients.

Tubular Compression Copper Cable Lugs

Yes! I am interested

Mechanical Cable Lugs
We are the leading manufacturer and exporter of Mechanical Cable Lugs which is manufactured from extreme quality raw material. These Mechanical Cable Lugs are designed for various engineering applications and are available in various specifications. We do complete quality inspection of these Mechanical Cable Lugs before delivering at the client’s end.

Yes! I am interested

Long Palm Long Barrel Cable Terminals

Long Palm Long Barrel Cable Terminals that we offer is available various sizes and is used in various small and large scale organizations and other engineering applications. These are available in several specifications and are available in various models and dimensions. We also offer these Long Palm Long Barrel Cable Terminals in customized form as per the requirement of our esteemed clients. These are widely demanded due to excellent performance, high durability and attractive prices.

Yes! I am interested
Our organization is the leading manufacturer and trader of a wide array of Hexpress Crimping Tools that is manufactured as ISO standards using extreme quality raw material. These are manufactured with high quality metal as a raw material that is procured from our trusted and reliable vendors. These Hexpress Crimping Tools are designed as per the application and are available in several specification.

Our Organization is engaged in manufacturing and supplying a precision grade of Copper Compression Lug- Long Barrel that is used in various small and large scale organizations. These are designed in order to meet the requirement of several multinational industries. We do complete quality checking of
these Copper Compression Lug- Long Barrels as per the International quality standards before delivering to our valuable clients.

Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal End-Non Insulated

We are one of the renowned exporter and supplier of Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminal End-Non Insulated that are designed as per the need of various several small and large scale industries. These Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminals are widely demanded in various national and international markets. We offer these Ring Type Tinned Copper Cable Terminals in various exact specifications and with long lasting corrosion resistance polish.

Copper Pin Type-Bland Cable Terminal Ends
We are the prominent exporter and supplier of wide range of Copper Pin Type-Bland Cable Terminal Ends that is used in various automobile tools and parts. These are manufactured using extreme quality raw material and are highly demanded in various countries. These are widely demanded due to several features like durable finish standards, sleek design, easy to install and long lasting service. We supply these Copper Pin Type-Bland Cable Terminal Ends in various parts of the country at reasonable prices.

Copper Pin Type / Bland Cable Terminal Ends

Yes! I am interested

Excellent quality of Copper Insulated Pin Type Cable Terminal End that we offer is available in various specifications and sizes. We offer these Copper Insulated Pin Type Cable Terminal Ends as per the requirement of our valuable clients. These Copper Insulated Pin Type Cable Terminal Ends are highly durable and have wide application in various machinery sectors. These are designed in order to meet the requirement of several machine manufacturing industries.

Copper Insulated Pin Type Cable Terminal Ends

Yes! I am interested
Providing you the best range of conduit spacer with effective & timely delivery.

Exporter of a wide range of products which include cable lugs.
Offering you a complete choice of products which include cable terminal, cable terminal ends and cable end caps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Terminal</th>
<th>Cable Terminal Ends</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable End Caps</td>
<td>Cable End Caps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Yes! I am interested

Exporting a wide range of products which include cable connector and butt connector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Connector</th>
<th>Butt Connector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Yes! I am interested

Our product range includes a wide range of cable shoe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cable Shoe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Yes! I am interested